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It is generally accepted that long noncoding RNAs 
(lncRNAs) play fundamental roles in different physiological 
and pathological processes. However, out of the myriad 
of lncRNAs that have been detected, only a handful 
have been studied in sufficient detail to determine their 
function and the molecular mechanisms that support their 
function. This can be attributed to many reasons, among 
them the relative novelty of the lncRNA field and the 
numerous lncRNA genes to study. More importantly, the 
functional characterization of a particular lncRNA requires 
a considerable amount of resources, including time, money 
and technical expertise. It is fundamental to choose only 
those candidates that deserve such investment, which 
is not an easy task. At the beginning stages of lncRNA 
research many scientists will be confronted with long lists 
of lncRNAs that are, for instance, expressed or deregulated 
under a certain condition or bound by a specific factor. To 
select the best candidates for further analyses, it is much-
needed to stablish a systematic way to prioritize lncRNAs 
according to functional traits. One of such efforts has 
been recently published by Marta Melé and colleagues in 
the paper entitled “Chromatin environment, transcriptional 
regulation, and splicing distinguish lincRNAs and mRNAs” (1).

LncRNAs are defined as transcripts longer than 200 
nucleotides with poor capacity to translate for proteins (2).  
This modest description embraces a wide variety of RNAs 
generally shorter than a thousand nucleotides but with 
members that reach tens of thousands of nucleotides in 
length (3). Several scientists have striven to delve into the 
lncRNA jungle and sort non-coding transcripts under 
relevant categories. The most accepted classification of 
lncRNAs is based on their genomic location compared to 
neighboring genes. LncRNAs can be sense or antisense, 

when they overlap with one or more exons from another 
transcript in the same or in the opposite strand, respectively; 
intronic, when they overlap with an intron from another 
transcript; bidirectional or divergent, when they share the 
promoter with another transcript in the opposite strand; or 
intergenic (lincRNAs), when they are located between two 
genes. Interestingly, some lncRNAs function to regulate 
the expression of neighboring genes (4). Therefore, the 
genomic location of some lncRNAs may help to predict 
their function. When the function of a lncRNA has been 
determined, lncRNAs can be classified as cis and/or trans 
acting molecules. LncRNAs may act in trans, away from 
their site of transcription, or in cis, close to the site of 
synthesis. These cis-acting lncRNAs are naturally attached 
to the DNA and they may regulate the expression of genes 
located in a near locus or in the same nuclear territory (5). 
Certain cis-acting lncRNAs have been recently re-annotated 
as non-functional molecules with the discovery that it is not 
the lncRNA per se, but the sole act of transcription the one 
that drives functionality (6). Finally, transcriptional noise 
may give rise to some non-functional lncRNAs.

Few studies have classified lncRNA genes according to 
their epigenetic marks, transcription and processing. Instead, 
several authors have evaluated the similarities and differences 
between coding and noncoding genes and transcripts 
[reviewed in (7)]. LncRNAs and coding genes are very similar 
at chromatin level, where they share similar epigenetic marks, 
and at DNA level, where they show conserved transcription 
factor binding sites (TFBSs) (3,8,9). Similar to coding genes, 
most lncRNA genes are transcribed by polymerase II and 
processed by capping, splicing and, in ~40% of the cases, 
polyadenylation. Of note, lncRNAs tend to have fewer and 
longer introns than mRNAs and splicing is more inefficient. 
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Compared to mRNAs, lncRNAs are less conserved, are 
expressed to lower levels, are more cell-type specific and 
locate more preferentially in the cell nucleus (3,10).

Melé and colleagues joined this line of research as they 
have compared several characteristics from a collection of 
5,196 lncRNA genes and 19,575 coding genes. Interestingly, 
they have focused their analyses on lincRNAs to avoid 
overlapping regulation of coding genes and, for most 
experiments, only expression-matched groups of lincRNAs 
and mRNAs were used. After defining the promoter as 
the region located 5 kb upstream and downstream of the 
transcription start site (TSS), they analyzed 70 histone 
marks in seven ENCODE cell lines and 370 transcription 
factors (TFs) in eleven ENCODE cell lines (11). Tissue 
specificity was studied in RNA-seq data from 20 human 
tissues (8). Surprisingly, they have found that, compared 
to mRNA promoters, lincRNA promoters were depleted 
of almost all histone marks but H3K9me3 (histone H3 
lysine 9 trimethylation) (Figure 1). H3K9me3 is a repressive 
mark bound by heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1), 
which can recruit repressive modifiers and contribute to 
heterochromatin compaction and spread (12). In fact, 
H3K9me3 silences noncoding repetitive regions. However, 

Melé and colleagues have found that the H3K9me3 mark 
does not correlate with deficient expression of lncRNAs. 
In fact, there is some evidence in the literature indicating 
that in certain cases, H3K9me3-enriched promoters 
may stimulate transcription initiation and elongation by 
RNA polymerase II (13,14). Unexpectedly, in five out of 
seven cell lines, promoters carrying the H3K9me3 mark 
were enriched in tissue-specific lincRNAs. Similar results 
were not observed when coding genes were used for the 
analysis. Further, compared to mRNA promoters, lincRNA 
promoters were bound by less TFs while enriched for 
certain families like GATA, JUN and FOS in all cell lines 
(Figure 1). Average conservation scores for TFBS showed a 
similar pattern: a general high score for lincRNA promoters 
that was significantly lower than that of mRNA promoters 
except for some specific cases like GATA2, KAP1 and 
MBD4, whose average conservation was higher in lincRNA 
promoters (Figure 1). Interestingly, expression of lincRNAs 
and coding genes increased with the number of conserved 
TFBSs, while tissue specificity decreased. The authors 
discuss that maintenance of basal mRNA expression across 
many tissues may require high numbers of TFBSs at the 
promoter of coding genes. LincRNA genes could generally 

Figure 1 Summary of differential features between lincRNAs and mRNAs. At chromatin level, compared to mRNAs, lincRNAs are 
generally depleted of histone marks though enriched for H3K9me3. Transcription regulation in lincRNAs is driven by less TFs while 
particular TFs families are enriched. Splicing is less efficient in lincRNAs than in mRNAs. However, a slightly higher splicing efficiency, 
conservation of TFBSs and 5' and/or 3' splice sites (ss), were found to be distinctive marks of functional lincRNAs.
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be in a more repressed state that allows expression only in 
specific cells upon binding of a smaller set of TFs.

The authors have also investigated splicing efficiency 
in-depth. This emphasis makes particular sense in the case 
of lncRNAs because in spite of being less evolutionarily 
conserved than mRNAs, exceptional conservation has been 
reported when discrete regulatory motifs are analyzed, as 
has just been shown for TFBSs (15) and, very importantly, 
splicing consensus sequences (16,17). Using their own 
metric to calculate splicing efficiency (ratio of reads mapping 
to spliced isoforms versus total reads), Melé and colleagues 
have analyzed nuclear/cytosolic fractionated RNA-seq 
data from various cell lines. Similar to other studies, they 
have found that lncRNAs are much less efficiently spliced 
relative to expression matched mRNAs (18) (Figure 1).  
These results seem robust, as they were observed with 
nuclear transcripts and, although efficiencies were higher in 
general, with cytosolic transcripts as well. More so, results 
were reproduced in independent data sets with reliable 
annotations and with similarly fractionated RNA-seq data 
from mouse embryonic stem cells. Efficient splicing requires 
proper binding of U1 snRNP complex to the 5' splice site 
(ss) consensus sequence, binding of U2 snRNP and U2AF65 
to the branch point and polypyrimidine track (PPT), a 
strong 3' ss consensus and the help of exonic splicing 
enhancers (ESE). In fact, the authors have found that ESE 
density is higher in lincRNAs than in mRNAs, probably 
because of the differences in GC content. However, the 
ESE density was not significantly different between efficient 
and inefficiently spliced lincRNAs, indicating that ESE 
density cannot explain the different splicing efficiency 
observed between lincRNAs and mRNAs. Similarly, the 
presence of U1 binding sites in the 5' ss of lincRNAs did 
not correlate significantly with the efficiency of splicing. 
Instead, the distance between the branch point and the 3' ss, 
a factor that correlates with splicing efficiency, was greater 
in lincRNAs than in mRNAs. In this region, the PPT of 
lincRNAs had less pyrimidines than the PPT of mRNAs 
and the number of pyrimidines correlated positively with 
splicing efficiency. In line with this finding, analysis of two 
independent CLIP-Seq data sets showed that binding of 
U2AF65 was depleted in lincRNAs compared to mRNAs 
(Figure 1). U2AF65 interacts with the PPT promoting the 
binding of U2 snRNP to the branch point. Therefore, 
the deficient splicing of lincRNAs could result from poor 
signals in the 3' region of the intron, where a generally 
shorter PPT may not support efficient U2AF65 binding.

The analyses of the splicing sequences performed in 

this and other studies, demonstrates that splicing of the 
general lincRNA population tends to be less efficient than 
that of mRNAs. Actually, the data presented by Melé and 
colleagues suggests that lincRNAs could be divided in those 
with efficient splicing (similar to that observed for mRNAs) 
and those with inefficient splicing. In this last group, 
splicing may not be required for functionality. The authors 
suggest that some of the lincRNAs that belong to this last 
group could be non-functional molecules such as AIRN, as 
it is not the lincRNA but the act of transcription the one 
that drives functionality (6). Similarly, non-functional RNAs 
generated from transcriptional noise could belong to the 
inefficiently-spliced group of lincRNAs. Instead, the group 
of efficiently spliced lncRNAs could represent functional 
molecules. In fact, several functional lncRNAs such as 
FIRRE, EGOT or NRIR have been shown to be efficiently 
spliced (19-21). Very importantly, to address whether 
this is the case in a larger scale, Melé and colleagues have 
studied the collection of functional lincRNAs deposited 
at the lncRNA database (lncRNAdb) (22). Indeed, the 
authors show that functional lincRNAs have higher splicing 
efficiency than non-functional transcripts.

Comparison of the features between l incRNAs 
included in the lncRNAdb and lincRNAs not functionally 
characterized has allowed the identification of certain traits 
that associate with functional lincRNAs: (I) higher splicing 
efficiency, (II) higher 5' and/or 3' ss conservation and 
(III) higher number of conserved TFBSs in the promoter  
(Figure 1). Then, functional lincRNAs are more similar to 
mRNAs than non-functional molecules. Interestingly, these 
criteria should be considered to select candidate lincRNAs 
for functional analyses.

Further studies are required to address whether the 
functional characteristics described for lincRNAs are 
general enough as to remain true for other subclasses 
of lncRNAs, including sense or antisense, intronic, 
bidirectional or divergent. In these cases, the interference 
of the coding sequences located nearby should be taken 
into account. Similar studies should also be applied to 
data generated by novel techniques, such as RACE-Seq, 
that aims to re-annotate lncRNA loci (23). Analyses of 
transcripts visualized by RACE-Seq indicate that about 
60% of the genes targeted by the technique show 5' or 
3' extensions and that the novel lncRNAs identified, are 
similar to mRNAs regarding their length and the number 
of exons and alternatively spliced isoforms. These datasets 
provide a solid resource to determine splicing efficiency, 
ss conservation and to identify more accurately lncRNA 
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promoters.
In conclusion, it is of paramount importance for 

the field to determine key factors that help to separate 
functional lncRNAs from the noisy transcription plaguing 
eukaryotic genomes. In the meantime, the study performed 
by Melé and colleagues is more than a fairly thorough 
characterization of both cis- and trans-acting elements 
regulating lincRNA biogenesis. The inquiry for enrichment 
from a pool of functional lncRNAs should become 
standard for similar future studies. The criteria that they 
have described to tackle functional lincRNAs may be 
already useful at the beginning stages of lncRNA research 
and may serve as a solid base for other studies aiming to 
define factors with enough discriminatory power to mark 
functional lncRNAs.
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